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IWRCDMTICN  
The object of animal breeding is to improve the economic value 
of e"l no' s of a stock. The concepts of quantitative genetics can be 
used to discover the most efficient way of obtaining rapid improvement 
of any character, no matter how simple or complex, which can be expressed 
as a measurement. In mazq' cases it is difficult to obtain a precise measure-
ment of the economic value of an animal: hones it is difficult to decide whioh 
method of breeding would result in a adwa improvement. However, more 
desirable animals can frequently be obtained bV selecting for improvement 
of some character, such as growth rate, which is easily measured and is closely 
connected with economic merit. Ths increase in economic value will tall 
short of that desired, and one of the objects of the present investigation is 
to estimate how great this discrepancy will be, and how the character to be 
Improved by selection may be chosen with the beat chance of improving economic 
Value. 
An example Will be given of the diffiou].t7 which an animal breeder 
may haym in defining the character which he wishes to improve. The method, 
available to the breeder, and the genetic situations in which each sq most 
appropriately be used will be reviewed. Finally a general description will 
be given of the methods ai4 objects of the present investigation, together with 
the genetical theory which underlies it. 
The objectives of a pig-breeding programs must be to produce animals 
which haves. 
a maum growth rats 
a high efficiency of food conversion 
a desirable carcass conformation. 
2. 
In the ease of the first two characters, measuremenb is re1ativei 
emay. Thit a full evaluation of an eniiiAl to carcass requires the following 
information (see Harrington, 1958 9 Palsean 1935)t.. 
Proportion of bone, muscle a4 fat. 
Chemical composition of muscle and fatty tissue. 
Size and shape of Joints and their relative development. 
Distribution of fat in the carcass. 
Texture aroma flavour and colour of th3 meat. 
vioudy it is not posaible to make a full assay of this type  for the number 
of carcasses which would be required for instance in a progoW testing programme. 
Would it be possible to use some related character, which is simple to measure, 
preferabLy without killing the animal, as an indicator of carcass composition? 
Such characters as bask-fat thickness are used in practice. The measurements 
are simple and can be made either on live *111i.nls or an whole carcasses, while 
it is thought that thay estimate some basic factor controlling carcass quality 
and are a good Indicator of total tat content of a carcass. (This mar not be so, 
since it has been found that pigs which are fed on diets of different protein 
content have the same average back-fat thickness but different total fat contents 
(Wussov and Wenigir 1953) ). In this ease, carcass quality is the character 
which it is desired to Improve. Selection on the basis of some related character 
such as back.-fat thickness or efficionay of food conversion viii result in some 
improvement of carcass quality, but not as much am would be obtained by direct 
selection for carcass quality if this were possible. 
A wide choice of related character, is availablas which of them can be 
expected to provide changes In carcass quality of the kind and extent required? 
A knowledge of the nature of the p1'aiological and genetical control of carcass 
-1 	 -. - 
3. 
components mq- suggest that selection on the basis of one related character 
may be more efficient than that based on another. A definite choice between 
a nwiher of related characters could be made if the consequences, in terms of 
change in some precisely measured carcass component, were studied during 
s.perate programmes of selection for each of then. One of the objects of the 
seleotion experiment described later was to determine U selection by several 
methods for increased weight in mice did in fact give different results in 
terms of the carcass composition of the selected mice, and U so, whether the 
different results could be explained by what is known of the genetic and 
pbyeiological control of growth. 
Carcass composition depends on a number of contributor characters, each 
under its own genetic control. Using the methods applied to practical breading 
problems by Lamer (1950) from the work of SevaU Wright and LA, fisher, each 
component character can be treated as a separate quantitative character. The 
total observed variance (o.) of a character in a population is meds up of & 
part du to genetic variation ('), an environmental part (e) and a term due 
to noa.linear 	otp..envirozamant interaction 
2 	2 	2 	2Ir a_P = 
The genetic variance mq be subdivided into parts due to the additive affects 
of genes (r) and deviations due to dcaiinane. (o) and epiatasie (a_). The 
non-additive genetic effects 6an be Minimised by an appropriate choice of scale 
of measurement (Mather, 1919). It the additive genetic variance of a character 
is low, but non-additive genetic variance exists, it aq be possible to increase 
the average value of the character in the population by forming inbred lines 
(with or without selection for crossing ability) thus fixing various genotypes, 
4, 
testing these for CC4IMn4, g ability and replicating the beat arose** where 
dcminano6 effects are at a aica, For practical purpoaes total variation 
can be subdivided into an additive genetic part (r ) and a renejuder, by 
definition environmental 
GO 
2 	2 	2 
= 
The fraction of the total variance which is due to additive genetic 
effects is the heritability 
2 
h2 
The response (a) to azr Intensity of selection (B) applied to a 
character is dependent on the heritability (h 2) of the characters the higher 
the heritability the more effective is the selection 
3 	. SI? 
The average phenotypic superiorii (3) of the selected animals over 
the population mean is in turn dependent on the phenatypie standard deviation 
of the character in the population (oj) and the selection differential in standard 
measure (i) 
3 	ioh2 or ic7jh 
Selection will be acre effective with greater variation of the character 
In the population (at,). The proportion (p) of aWmals from the population 
retained as parent, of the next generation determines the value of I. 
£ selection prograne is designed to increase the frequency of desirable 
5. 
geucypea :in apopUlatiOn, andthis is done b7 brooding froa the best, animals 
in the populations an an4 tna3 to phenotype is an indication of its genotypio 
value. This indication is more accurate the higher the heritability of the 
character, Additional information about the genotypic value of an an4 ma3 
can be obtained by an examination of its relatives (progez, half sibs, etc* 
depending on the breeding structure of the population). Selection is more 
effective when this information from related ezthnala is available. The nature 
of the character itself determines whether measurements are most advantagaoue]y 
made on more animals from which parents for the next generation might be selected, 
or on the relatives of a lesser number of prospective parents. In the extreme 
case of a sex limited character all information about an animall' to genotypic 
value must be obtained from relatives. Thus it is possible to diar"ate 
between dairy bulls only on the basis of a prog.z' teat or on the performance 
of cows from the same sibahip as the bull. 
When only a single character is considered it is possible to predict 
the response to selection by the methods previously outlined. Carcass quality 
Is a synthesis of maW characters, and the genetic control of these is not 
Independent. The genes controlling the processes may have pleiotrophic effects, 
or Some controlling different processes may be linked, Further s due, the 
traits are measured on the same individual, part of the phenotypic correlation 
will be due to common environment affecting the expression of both characters. 
The phenotypic correlation (lp) between two characters I and I may be divided 
into its genetical and environmental components by the equation 
rP 	I.h!.rA + 
where FA is the additive genetic correlation 
r. is the additive environmental correlation 
6. 
q * the heritWAlity of X = 1n'a 
If Z and ! represent the phenotypee of the two treite, G1 and their 
genetic conponante and 	and Ny their any roanta3. components, then the relation 
can be expressed by a diagrams.. 
See Hasel, 1943. 
It genetic correlation sdsts between two charactera I end!, and 
character I is changed by aelootion t character ! will also change. Further, 
if the response in character I ( flj) and the correlated reapenee in character! (.1'y) 
are knowg, together with the h.ritabg.Lttje. and °phanopic variances of the two 
characters, it is possible to øalculate the genetic correlation, TA 
A. .Y 
between the t*4o characters, since,.. 
and 	Ry = 
Than R  Al  
Thus TA 	= 
X.Y 	R1 	! 
See Lamer 1930 s  ?elcàner 1953 and 19540  Reeve and Robertson, 1953. 
7. 
The selection experiment with mice was designed to throw light on 
problems of animal breeding of the type discussed earlier. Mice were chosen 
as the experimental nimals because of their amall size, enabling large members 
to be kept end examined, and became of their short generation interval. At 
the same time they are sufficiently similar to farm animals in their structure 
and growth for the results of a selection programme to be relevant to practical 
nsal breeding. 	It has been found that strains of mice which had been selected 
Independently for increased weight differed in the amount of fat present in the 
carcasses of the selected animals. (Falconer and King 1953, coaparing mice selected 
for large size 1v Qoodale and tir MacArthur - s.c Goodale 1941 and MacArthur 1949). 
Edwards (1957) besides finding differences in fat % between strains of mice selected 
for increased body weight, also found that fat % varied with the age of the animals. 
These taste suggested that selection for increased weight at different ages would 
give mice which differed in carcass composition. 
The experiment was designed to answer the questions;- 
When the age of selection differs in two stocks, does the carcass 
composition in the two stocks become different? 
Now doss the response to selection measured both as an increase in 
weight at the age at which selection was performed, and also as 
increase at other egas, differ according to the age at which 
selection took place? 
Are the results of the experiment in accordance with the theory of 
genetic correlation? 
Four stocks of mice were made up by taking nice at random from a com 
bass population. After this, selection was applied to the stocks In the following 
manners- 
8. 
Line T 	animals with the greatest 3 week weight selected 
TAni? 	nlmt1s with the greatest *k week weight selected 
Line Sanimals with the greatest 6 week weight selected 
Line Canimals picked at random an the parents of the next generation. 
All animals of all lines were weighed not only at the age at which 
selection was carried out but also at the other ages. Details of the method 
of selection and the origin of the stocks will be given later. 
£ convenient index or carcass composition was required. That used 
was the weight of that part of the mesenteric fat attached to the testis or 
uterus ("abdominal tat") see Green. (1935)0 It was shown that this weight 
was highly correlated with that of total fat determined by ether extraction 
of the carcass The nature of this relation was the subject of a subsiduary 
experiment, in which the weight was found both of the "abdominal fat" and of 
the total ether extracted matter from a number of six-week old animals taken 
from the base population. By means of a rapid dissection the weight of "abdoin'4 
fat' could be determined for all animals of a stock not required to make up 
the matings of the next generation. It would not have been possible to estimate 
total fat by the laborious procedure of ether extraction In a si'ilar number 
of nalmals. 
It has already been shown (Falconer 1952) that if measurements are 
made on a character in two different environments, the two measurements are not 
to be regarded as representing the name character but rather two different 
characters. The degree to which the same genes may be acting in the two environments, 
and hence the degree to which the measurements made in the two environments 
may be said to be genetically correlated, depends on the similarity of the two 
environments (Falconer and Latyazewaki 1952). 
In an anslegons mer if a character is measured at two different ages, 
9. 
these two measurements can be regarded as correlated characters. In the selection 
experiment weight at age X and weight at age! are correlated characters. Further, 
in this instance selection was applied not only at age I (the direct response at 
age I and the correlated response at ego ! being recorded) but also at age! (the 
direct response at age! and the correlated response at age I being recorded). 
Two independent estimates of the additive genetic correlation (x' 	) between 
the characters, weight at age I and weight at age I were availabis. (or. Falconer 
1954). The extent to which these estimates agree is eon* indication of the 
validity of the assumptions on which the theory of genetic correlations is based. 
It would also be possible to calculate the genetic correlation between 
weight at a particular ago and weight of "abdominal fate (need as an index of 
carcass composition) if the heritability of adomiricil fat weight were known. This 
heritability was determined in a second aubaidusry experiment. 
10. 
KATtIAL5 AND MEDS. 
Ill anInal e  used in the experimental work were derived from a COMM 
base population. For a previous experiment animals had been taken from 
MacArthur's large strain, Goodale's large strain, inbred strain 057 Black 
and several stocks in which mutant genes were present and crossed together 
to give an out.d stock, Tin pair matings of these animal a comprised a 
generations one mels and one female were token at random from each Utter 
and all ten matings of the next generation were made up at the same time from 
these 'n4!.als. tiividua1s from generation 32 of this stock were mated to 
obtain the anima3m used in the breeding progremse. 
The experimental work was in three sections, the main one being a 
programs of selection for increased bod7 weight, The relationship between 
total fat content and abdom.ual fat weight of carcasses was investigated in 
one subsidiary experiment. £ second subsidiary experiment was a half sib 
intraclass correlation estimate by which the heritability of abdominal fat 
was determined. 
Your separate lines made up the selection prograa. Forty females 
and forty males derived from the progoW of generation 32 of the outbred stock 
were divided into four groups each of tan female, and tan mal*a. These groups 
wore generation o of the four selected lines. In the first of these lines, 
line T. the 4 nls which were heaviest at three week, of age were selected 
as the parents of the next generation. In the second, line F, those heaviest 
at four and a half weeks were selected, and in the third, line 5, those heaviest 
at six week.. The fourth line, line 0, was a control in which the animals 
were selected at random. These ages of selection were chosen because it was 
11. 
Imam that the rate of fat deposition reached a maximum during the period from 
3-6 weeks (Edwards 1957) and hence it was thought that selection at ages from 
three to six weeks would be most likely to influenoe fat deposition. 
It was intended to measure response to selection in arW generation at a 
particular age in wV selected line as the deviation of the mesa weight in the 
selected line from that in the control line at this age. This mq be compared 
with the method used by Falconer (1953) s in this experiment selection for high 
and low weight in two separate lines, and response was estimated from the 
divergence between the two selected lines. Ckte preliminary generation was 
required to obtain a sufficient number of animals to not up the four, lines. 
The experiment was terminated after five generations of selection. 
The method of selection was that employed by Falconer (1953). Within 
Utter selection was used, that is, the heaviest male and female at a particular 
age were chosen from each of the ten litters as the parents of the ten litters 
of the next generation. This was done so that animals would not be selected 
because of noa.geuetie influences of the mother on the weight of her progerq 
(through pr.nat4 enironment, milk production, etc.). Thin method of selection 
has, however, the disadvantage of hilving the genetic variance on which selection 
can operate and thus reducing the rate of change in unit time brought about by 
selection. 
The intensity of selection applied in the choice of parents of azr 
generation is the selection differential. The superiority of each selected 
male or female over the mean of all males or females in its litter was calculated. 
The selection differential for each generation is the mean superiority of all 
iMma3.s, weighted by the number of proSeW from each measured in the next 
generation. 
Inbreeding was kept at a minimum by the method of selection and by the 
1z 
system or mating. Wright (1938) has shown that variation in the ntaber of 
offspring l.ft by different parents reduces the effective size of a population, 
and hence increases inbreeding. IF selecting two offspring from ee*h fmiliy 
the effective size of the popnlationiaatancmuc and the inbreeding ata 
wAnuc. For sash generation a table was dram up, showing the ancestr7 of 
all selected nniaals, In this vey, it was possible to avoid mating sibs * first 
cousins or more distant relatives as far an the limited niabers in the stock 
would allow * 
One litter only was reined per mating since Falconer (1933) had 
calculated that in this way the mt1a possible response in unit tine , could 
be obtained. When the litters were born, yomg were removed from those having 
more than 8 individUalø ai*d fostered to those having fever. These fosterlinga 
wire discarded at WRMnp, AU young were weighed when they were weaned, that 
is when they were three weeks old and the sexes were separated. The =mated 
'dmals were stored isiz to a cage and weighed at tour and a halt weeks of age, 
and again at six weeks. At this age all n'ille which were to be used an parents 
of the next generation could be removed. The remaining 'in 4 m'1e were killed 
and their abdominal tat was weighed, Now matings were made up simultaneously 
In all four lines when the youngest litter reached six weeks of age. 
The now body weight at different ages in each line was calculated 
separately for each sex, the generation averages were the aritha.tio means of 
the separate sex means, in the case of abdominal fat weight, means calculated 
In this way would have been biased. This was b.cauee in each generation except 
the last, the heaviest animals of each litter at a particular age were mated 
and their abdominal tat could not b. weighed at six weeks ot age. PI neglecting 
the weights of the abdominal fat obtained from the lightest animaLs of the litters 
at the age of aeleotion in the calculation of the mean, an unbiassed generation 
mean was obtained. 
It is hoped that this programme of selection would decide if it was 
possible to change abdominal tat weight by selection for body weight, and if so, 
at which age of selection the change was greatest. From the data colleted it 
was possible to obtain two independent eatinatee of the additive genetic corralm 
ation between weight at three weeks and weight at tour and a halt weeks (ri,) or 
between weight at tour and a halt weeks and weight at six weeks (r 1 ) or between 
-P.s 
weight at three weeks and six weeks (r 	) • It was also possible to estimate the 
i,8 
three additive genetic correlations between weight at the different ages and ab- 




, and r 	), when the 
A 
heritability of abdominal tat weight had been determined. 
Several genes affecting the appearance of the coat were segregating in the 
base population. The frequency of these gns in each 13ratiou was calculated 
and the gene frequencies in the different liis were compared as selection proceeded. 
P1 1 u].s from the first generation of all four lines were ised to investigate 
the relationship between total carcass tat and abdominal tat weight. After the 
n4ma1a required for mating had bean separated, the abdominal tat of the remaining 
7)m35 was dissected out and weighed in the usual uq. The carcasses of the 
R1jm1 a from ten litters chosen at random from the forty available were then 
treated to ascertain their total fat content, The correlation between abdominal 
fat weight and totel fat was then calculated. This gave an indication of how 
reliably total fat weight could be predicted from the abdominal tat weight of a 
sarcass. 
The aniiaala required for the half sib analysis from which the heritability 
of abdominal fat weight was determined were obtained from second and t1ird litters 
produced by matings of the control line (Line C). 
14. 
RESULTS 
A. The z'elationsbiD between different 32MMMMIa at carcass tat, 
When it was decided to study the effects of age of selection on carcass 
composition, a convenient scale was required on which carcasses could be 
assessed, tat content was used as an index of carcass composition. Edwards (197) 
was able to determine the total fat content of carcasses by ether extraction. 
However, this technique is ver7 laborious. It was known that the weight at 
that part of the mesenteric fat attached to the testes or uterus ("abdominal tat") 
was related to the weight of total fat in a carcass. This fat is Laid down 
in veil defined areas in both male and female. It can be exposed for weighing 
by a simple dissection of the abdomen (see Figures 1 and 2). Surplus animRle, 
not required for the matings of the next generation, were available from litters 
of the base generation of lines 3. T, F and S. i'4"a1a fa'cm ten U.iters 
were killed at the age of six weeks and their abdominal fat was weighed. Their 
carcasses were then analysed by the method used by Edvarde, and the ether 
extracted matter was weighed. Further animals were obtained from second 
litters of some of the base generation parents, and for these too a determination 
of total tat and abdominal fat was made, in some oases at three weeks of age, 
in others at twelve weeks. 
A plot was made of total fat against abdominal fat of animals of all 
three ages (Figure 3z three week analyses as dots, six week analyses as circles, 
and twelve week analyses as crosses). This shows a close and apprxd.aately 
linear relationship between the two measurements. The correlation between total 

















7 	 ABDOMINAL FAT BODIES 
DIAGRAM OF  DISSECTION OF THE ABDOMEN OF 9 MOUSE. 
Figure 1. he abdominal fat bodies in the fe1e mote. 
ABDOMINAL FAT BODIES 
DIAGRAM OF A DISSECTION OF THE ABDOMEN OF 	MOUSE 
Figure 2 The abdominal fat bodice in the male mouse* 
15. 
Considering the relationship between total fat and abdominal fat at 
six weeks only (see Figure 4, females open circles, males solid circles), the 
regression of totsl extracted fat weight an abdoalnal fat weight (bE A) mW 
be øaloulated, 
5.006 S.D.ofb = 0.6064 t = 8.25w df. * 34 
A value of total extractable fat, B can be predicted from arq abdominal 
fat weight A, by the use of the sample regression equation for total fat weight 
B = 5. 006 A + 0.811 gm. 
From these results it was concluded that there was a close relationship 
between total extracted fat weight and abdominal fat weight. A formula is given 
by means of which the total tat weight mq be estimated for a si1inel whose 
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ABDOMINAL FAT IN GM. 
F1re 4. The regression of total extracted fat weight on 
abdominal fat weight at six week.. 
/ 	 16. 
B. The effect gf age of Polsotiog on boctr weight a$ carcass oomnoait4.Dn 
(i) Interpretation of results. 
The generation means of weight at three, four and a half and six weeks 
and abdominal fat weight at six weeks werø calculated for all four lines. 
Theae means which are shown in Table 3. were based on average generation size of 
28.5 females and 31.7 males. Allowing for the occurrence of mating* from which 
no offspring were obtained, thw average litter size was 3. 04 females and 3.38 
males, Figure 5 shows the generation means plotted against generation. The 
generation means of the stock, selected for high six week weight are connected 
by dotted lines, those of the stock selected for high four and a halt week 
weight by continuous lines and those of the stock selected for high three week 
weight by dashed lines. The control means are connected by a line of dots and 
dashes. 
Wmar be concluded from these graphs, firstly that an immediate but 
rather irregular increase in three week, four and a halt week and six week body 
weight, and in six week abdominal fat occurred in response to within litter 
selection for high body weight no matter whether the age of selection was three 
weeks, four and a half weeks or six weeks. Secondly, there was a close relation-
ship between weight at different ages in wW particular generation of one line. 
Thirdly, that there was a general decline in weight in generation 31 an out-
break of disease at this time made it necessary to vaccinate all mice, and the 
decline in mean weight may have been due to the effects of this vaccination. 
There is also an apparent decline in mean weight in generation 5 of line Ii in 
this generation only seven matings out of ten produced Utters. The moans for 
this generation are based on a smaller nber of weights and are therefore more 
liable to error than are the means of other generations. Finally, it can be 
Generation 
LINE  LINE LINE  LINES 
34* 	6i 3 	4 	6 A 34*6 	A 34*6 	A 
- 0 9.63 18.68 22.440,165 9.77 1902823,46 0.165 9.2217.75 22.42 0.165 8,82 16,6421.19 0.165 
1 8.41 16.50 21.59 0.148 10.16 20,0424,81 0.230 9.80 19.30 23,45 0.193 10.17 19,9224.28 0.194 
2 9.02 16.50 21,47 0.154 10.68 , 20.52.!25.22 0.283 10,49 21,34 25,03 0,243 10.02 19.48 23.79 0.190 
3 8.58 16.09 21.03 0.144 10.36 20,32 24.65 0.281 9.60 19.72 23.84 0,224 9975 1902 23.96 0,195 
4 10.02 19.66 23,22 0,192 11.25 22.94 27.28 0.341 10.91 21.59 25.80 0.217 9.86 19.92 24.80:0.195 
5 987 19,78 23,88 0.171 U,76 23.1827.670.298 9.73 19.90 24.610.193 9.88 20.86 25.170.204 
TABLE 1. 
Generation means of three week weight (3), 
for and a half week weight (4-fr), six week weight (6) 
and abdninul fat weighed at six weeks (A) in the 
control line (C), and the line selected for high 
tln'.o week weight (line T) for high four and a half 

























































































































































































































that there was a larger increase in the abdominal fat weight in the line selected 
for high three week weight than in any other. 
Two considerations influenced further conclusions drawn from these results. 
There were large fluctuations in the mean weights of the control line: if response 
to selection is measured as the deviation of the mean weight at one age in a 
selected line from the mean weight at that age in the control line, it is found 
that these adjusted results show more irregularity than do unadjusted means, all 
further calculations were therefore based on unadjusted means. There is some 
indication of an overall injrease in weight in the control line. If this were 
duo to some long—term environmental change, the increase may have occurred in the 
other lines also, superimpoed on the change due to response to selection, and 
would lead to an overestimdjon of heritabilities from response to selection. 
There were also considerable differences in body weight between lines in generation 
0, where there was no selections these differences could have been due to genetic 
variatior accidentally introduced between the lines when the parents were picked at 
random, It seemed better therefore to measure all response to selection at a 
particular age in any line as deviation from the mean weight at that age In generation 
O of that line, rather than as deviations from pooled etimatea for generation 0 
derived from all four lines. 
The cumulative responses in grams (that is the total changes from generation 
0) are entered in Table 2. For each generation of lines T, F and $ the responses 
in three week weight (Re) four and a half week weight (B e) and six week weight (Rs) 
are abulated against the cumulative selection differential in grams (S). The 
selection differential in standard units (1) is also given. In a line selected 











.58 .81 .39 .76 1 1-35 1 -065 
1.09 1.51 •911.241.76 .118 
1.58 2,20 959 1.041.19.115 
j.97 2.73 1.48 3.663..176 
2,55 3.54 1,99:3,904,21j33 




1.34 .78 •581.551.03.7 
Z31 1.34 1.27 3.59 2.61 .078. 
3.36 1.95 .381.97 1.42 .059 
2.58'1.69 3.84 3-38 .052 
5,46 3.18 .51 2.15;2.19 .CX8 
0,9 2.6 2.1 .05 
i 
1.14 .65 1.3513.283.09.028! 
2,25 .1.28 1.20 2.842,60 ,025 
3.031,72 .932.682,77 •029 
A624 2,41 1.04 3.283.61 .030 
5.58 3.17 3.06 4,223.98 .039 
1.1 3,2 13.2 .03 
TABLE 2 
Selection differentials and reponaea in body 
weight and abdominal fat weight in stocks selected 
for high three week, four and a half or six week 
weight. (For the meaning of symbols see teat). 
18. 
where ap is the witri litter standard deviation of weighs at age X. Estimates 
of between and within litter standard deviations of body weight and also between 
and within litter phenotypic correlation between weight at the three different 
ages were calculated from measurements on 362 animals from the six generations 
of the control linc. The between and within litter standard deviations of 
abdominal fat weight were also calculated from data obtained from enimls of 
line C l based on measurements of 146 animals. A summary of these calculations 
is given in Table 3, where x2 in the variance estimate of weight at age I, xy 
is the covariance of weight at ages x and y, om is the phenotypic standard dev-
iation of weight at age x and rXI  is the phenotypic correlation between weights 
at ages X and I. (T = three week weight, F = four and a half week weight, 
S = six week weight and A = abdominal fat weight at six weeks). The means of 
the within litter standard deviations of weight calculated separately for males 
and females were used to calculate the cumulative selection differential in 
standard units for lines T, F and S given in Table 2. 
MALES 	 - 





- SQUARE 	 PHENcYrYPIC STANDARD PH1IOTYPIC 
DEVIATIONS 	CORRELATIONS 
r2 	2 f. 	to d.f. 	a 	6T 6 	A rT.FrF.S rTS 
L4.0888 7.2282 6.9937 1 8.7571 4.8292 41 	 - - 	 - 
29  82M 2.9184 .8766 2.3739 .6160 59 .00209 .73 1,68 1.7]. .0457 .718 .828 .496 
4,8413 11,2687 43098 6.1171 6,3832 4.2132! 
£5 B 1.7818 	4*1475, 1,58621 2,25U 203494 	1,5507: 1,332,041,26 .829'.917 .923 
TOtS I 	CDT 151 	2.1642 6.6261 43740 2,9426 4,5298 2,0390 1001 1.472.572.09 .777 .841 .663 




• DEVITI0NS C0RFELkI09S 
d.f. 	t2 1 to 	to dJa2 ccT 	
!lás 	6A rT.FrF.SrT.S 
Bet*een litters 49 a.326928.1og726.9171 14.034 23.342O in* 5338 43 ' 
Within litters 
142' 	05081' 3.0906 3.2821 .8264 2.7382j 	.7418 89 .002071. TL 1.76 1.81. .0455 .659.86o .574 
3.51 x a , 7.8182 25.0151.22.6350 13,20170 
Difference  
20.6038 10.7923.  
c 2.2261:7.1228 6.4450 3,7605 58667 3.0729 . 1.49 2.67 12. 54 .945.865 .812 
Tote]. = OT '1.91 	2.5145 	9,5081 9.3455 4.2320 8.021,0 	3.5104132 1.59 3,083.06 .860 .i 1#722 
TABLE' 3. Total, between litter and within litter phenotypic standard deviations and 
correlations for body weight and abdanina1 fat weight (line C) 
19. 
(ii) Effect of age of Selection on body weight. 
From Table 2 it can be seen that the maximm ineain response in six 
week weight is greatest in the line selected at that age (line 3), Similarly 
line T, selected for high three week weight has a greater mean response in 
three week weight (1.1 gin) than line F (0.9 gin) and the same moan response 
in three week weight as line S (also Ll gin), although line $ has a larger 
response in four and a halt and six week weights. The maximum response on 
four and a half week weight is not in line F (response 2.6 gin) where selection 
was for high four and a half week weight, but in line S (response 3.2 gin). 
However, the mean response in four and a halt week weight (2.6 gin) in line F 
is greater than either the response at six weeks (2.1 gin) or the response at 
three weeks (0.9 gin) in this line. 
A graphic comparison of responses to selection at a given age in each 
of the three lines is possible if the responses are plotted against selection 
differential in standard units. This is done in Figure 6 (Responses from 
line T connected by dashed lines, from line F by continuous lines and from S 
by dotted lines). The greatest response in three week weight occurs in line T 
and in six week weight in line S. 
It can be concluded that the best method of increasing weight at a given 
age is to select for high weight at that age. There is however a close connection 
between weights at the three ages considered in this experiment, and the 
















SELECTION DIFFERENTIAL IN STANDARD DEVIATIONS 	

























SELECTION DIFFERENTIAL IN STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
iFigure 6. Response to selection (expressed in standard unite) in lines T. 7 and S. 
20, 
(iii) Effect of age of selection on carcass composition 
It can be seen from Figure 5 that selection for high total body weight 
at any age results in an Increase in abdominal fat weight. Furthermore, it 
appear's that the increase in abdominal fat weight in line T is much greater 
than that in line For Line $. However, itis not possible toconclude 
directly from this that selection for high three week weight is the most 
effective way of inor.nthg abdominal tat weight. This is because body 
weight also differs between the lines if the body weights in different 
lines had been the same at the and of the experiment, would the amount of 
fat Still have differed between the lines? 
One way of answering this question isf to calculate the regression 
of abdominal fat weight on body weight at six weeks for the means of the six 
generations of each line, from the data of table 1. Differences between these 
regression lines would indicate that the proportion of abdominal fat had been 
.changed tr the different programmes of selection, (See Figure 7). The 
'regressions, with a teat of their significance, are shown in table 4A. 
The t value for the regression of abdominal fat weight means on six weeks 
body weight means is significant at the S level for lines 0 and T and at the 
l$ level for line $, The t value forth. regression in line i does not 
reach the l( level of 8gnlfioanc.. 
The threesignificant regression lines (for Stocks 0, T and 5) are 
also plotted in Figure 7. The significance of difference between the sample 
regression coefficients and between the levels of these lines was tested 
(Table 4 B). 	Neither line T nor line S differs significantly from the 
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Deenø frm - 
S.ILof 
Mean q 	R4gressim t d.f. 
PW 
Table 4A •  For line C .Q13 .0000506 	.000,1265 	.0045  2.9l' 4 	The percentage points 
Regression .øt line T .028 .003,774 	.00099435 .0070 3.96a 4 • 1C% 2.13, 5% 2.78, abdominal fat line I •(fl6 .001,884 .00004710 	.0(179 2.03 4 	1$ 4,60. 
veek 
velght  
body weight 	line S • aD • ooO, s111 	.000, 0176 • 0019 6,79 4 
(generation 
Deviations from Deviations from Deviations from 
regression - regression regression 
Stu of 	Me5n5C. P d.fStaucfeq. Maneq, 	P &.Saote.1S.anoq. P 
C 4 .0009 506 '0 4 	.000$ 06 T 4 .003,774 
Lines 
T 4 .003,774 8 4 	.0009 071 84 •000,(17] 
Pooled 
estimate 	'8 .004,280 	.000,535 F1 1.86 B 	Ows 5n 	OWq= I=.03 8 .003,845 	.000,/81 	F1.91 
Regression 
coefficient. 	1 .000,998 non. sig. 1 	 .000,002) non. d.g. 1 .0002918 non. sig. 
Comnozt 
estimate 	9 .0059 278 	.000,586 ; F2.09 9 	.000,579 	.000,064 P.56 9 .0049763 	.000,529 
Adjusted 
means 	1 	 .001,227 2 non.sig. 	1 	 .0009 036 non. sig. 	1 	 0004P994  
Total 
estimate 	10 .0062 505 	 10 .000,615 	 10 .009,757 
1% 




in level between lines T and .8 is e1gi1fiearx  (F 	. 
It may be concluded that in the course of the e3cpsriwent a difference 
had arine* in the amount of abdotdrtc&1 fat for a given total body weight between 
linen T. and S. This difference was significant when the abdominal fat weights 
had been adjusted for differences in total body weight between the lines. . The 
proportion of abd4mal fat has increased in line T as selection proceeded, 
whereas the proportion of fat in. line S has remained about the Same an that 
in line C. There is also an indication that there has been an increase in 
the amount of fat for unit body weight in line F, but that this is less than 
the increase found in Line T. 
Figure 7 shovs how . selection for increased weight at three, four end 
a half or six weeks caused a divergence between the lines in proportion of 
abdominal fat. Generation means from the earlier part of the selection 
progroe, when the differences between the lines was small, were included 
In the analysis and reduce the difference in level between the regression lines. 
If the proportion of abdominal fat differed stgnifiaentr between the lines 
this would be seen most clearly in the later generations. Abdominal fat 
weight was plotted against total body weight for individuals from the last 
two generations (generations 4 and 5) of each line, treating females and males 
separately throughout (tamales in Figure $ A t males in Figure SB). The 
regression coefficients calculated for each line did not differ significantly. 
& common regression coefficient was calculated for all selected lines. This 
was highly significant, while there was no significant increase in deviations 
from this common regression compared with those from the ?egressions øalculat.d 
4 nc1ivid.usi1y for each line. 
22. 
PIKALES b = 0.cXL8Z 	 $kT 1 b = 0, M58 
	
$I= of 	 Simiof 1. 
sq. x1w 
Zoint 




Regressions 	2 	9,666V 39 0.84 	2 	32,970 	= 2.34 
Residual 	139 7980 270 	non sig. 	138 	971,478 	non aig. 
142 936,270 	 141 1,2570971 
The eomon regression lines are plotted in Igures $A and  8 B. A test 
was mw.1• for differenc, in level between the lines fitted for each selected 
strain. This was don* by cooparing dsviaticna from the regression lines fitted 
to each of the three selected stocks with th& deviations tro* a single total 
regression line. 
FEMALES 	 XALRS 
- 1 
Sum of 	 S= of 
44 .q.z1C 1, 	d.f* eq. x 106 P. 
Differences 	 1 
in level 2 4QL,817 	P 	35.06 	2 	148,3438 	. 10J3 
Residual 141 807,936 140 190049448 
Total 143 1,209,753 142 1,152,586 
There was a high1r significant difforenae in the levels of the regression 
22. 
PIKUM b = 0. CM 	 XUJS b = 0. CM58 
P, 	 F, 
sq. x1c 	 sq. xlc 
Joint 
Regression 	I 128,113 	22.31 	 2 3,532 St- 9 * 36. Wm 
Differences 
between 
Regressions 	2 	9,666F 9 O.&4 	2 	32,970 	234138 
Residual 	139 798,270 	non sig. 	138 	971,478 	non aig. 





The common regression lines are plotted in Figures 8 Ased 8 B. A test 
was male for diftørsnee in level between the lines fitted for each selected 
strain. This was dons by comparing dviationa from the regression lines fitted 
to each of the three elected stocks with the deviations from a single total 
regression line. 
Sum of V of 
d,f. q.zld 	P. 	df. eq. z1( 	P. 
Differences  
in level 	Z 401,817 	I=35.a6 	2 	148,338jp2 	10.3.-4m 
Residual 141 807,936 140 40040448 
Total 143 42092753 
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Figure 8&. The relation between abdominal fat weight and total weight in female mice of generations 4 an& 5 of lines 
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'j,83There1atjon between abdominal fat weight and total weight in male mice of generations 4 and 5 of lines C, 
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23. 
lines of abdominal fat weight on total body weight in both males and females 
between the 13e1.Ot.d strains, 
Ueing the coemon regression coafficiente of abdominal fat weight on aix 
week weight (that is b = 0.0182 for females and b = 0.0158 for melon), abdnd.na1 
fat weight can be predicted for ai' not body weight in each line. Abdoeinal 
tat weighta adjusted for a body weight of 25 gm. in each line. are: 
PXKUZS MAUS 
Number of Adjusted abdominal number of Adjusted abdominal 
animitla fat weight animals fat weight 
Line 	61 0.3CQgm. 55 00 262gm. 
Linel 	32 0.201Z gm. 41 0.218 p. 
Line 3 	47 0.190 gm. 48 0.187 gin. 
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There were significant differences in the proportion of abdominal 
fat of both males and females from generations 4 and 5 of the selected lines. 
The proportion of fat was greatest in Line T o intermediate in line F and least 
in line S. These differences appear to be due to an increase in fat percentage 
in line T relative to that in the control. There may also have been a 
reduction in fat percentage in line S. 
It may be concluded that selection for high weight causes changes 
in the carcass composition of the selected militiala, and the extent of the 
change depends on the age at which selection was performed: the proportion 
of abdominal fat is greatest in the line selected for high weight at three 
weeks of age, least in that selected at six weeks and intermediate in the 
line selected at four and a half weeks of age. 
25, 
(iv) The affect of age of selection on genes affecting the appearance 
of the coat 
The genes non''a.onti (a), brows (b), jJUM (c) awl Osramil (Ga) among 
others were present in the original outbred stock from which the tour lines 
were derived. It the frequencies of these genes were found to change during 
the course of the selection experiment, this must be due to one of two causes: 
either random drift or to a genetic correlation between coat colour and weight, 
In the latter case, there might or sight not be a differentiation in gene 
treqnenq between the three selected lines as well as deviation from the control. 
Such a correlation could either be caused by a pidotropia effect of a gene 
producing a phenotypically visible chmnp as vell as inf usnaixig 0051 quantitative 
character, or by I 4kage of the type found in an experiment of Room son (1935)0 
working with Pisus s 	here the gene A, determining flower colour was 
found to be linked to quantitative factors affecting flowering time. 
The gene frequencies of Garacul, oon-aaouti, brown and albino were 
calculated for each generation. Generation 00 represents the original outbred 
stock, from which wdnal a  were selected at random to make up the base generation (0) 
of each line. These frequencies are plotted against generation in Figures 9 A 
and 9 B • Gene frequencies in stock S are connected by a dotted line, those in 
stock 7 by a continuous line, those in stock T by a dashed line and those in 
the control stock (Stock 0) by a line of dote and dashes. The parent outbred 
stock was maintained separately from the tour selected lines. At the and of 
the selection experiment its gene frequencies were at the levels indicated by 
the crosses. 
The frequency of 0aracu, declined in all lines and the gene was elinimted 
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Figure 9k. Changes in the frequency of the genes albino (o), brwn (b) and Crcul(C) 
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GENERATIONS 
Figure 9B. Changes in the frequency of the gene non-agouti (a) in lines C, T, F and S. 
26. 
from the outbred stock during the period of the experiment). This suggests 
that Caracu3. had a small deleterious effect under all conditions of selection. 
The frequencies of albino and browi showed only slight fluctuations 
from generation to generation, These fluctuations were no greater than the 
spread of the lines between generations 00 and 0, where animals were known 
to have been picked at random The fact that differences in the frequency 
of coat colour genes arose here suggested that similar differences between line, 
might have arisen at this stage in the frequency of genes effecting body weight. 
This was a further indication that response in body weight in each line should 
be estimated as deviation from the weight in the base generation of that line, 
The frequencies of non-agouti in the selected lines appear to diverge 
from that in the control line, though this is due to a decline in the gene 
frequency in the control line rather than any marked change in the selected 
lines. It any real change in the frequency of ncn..a2outi had occurred in 
response to selection for weight this might have been due to a difference in 
body weight between wild type and nom.agcnrti animals. Forty..five litters 
of the control stock in which ggg=lgouti. and wild type male litt.rmatea occurred 
were examined. In each of these the average 6 week weight of the non-aouti 
and wild type anim als was calculated separately. The means of these averages 
were 
for noi-aoutis mean weight 23.95 ga. S.D. 2.17 Sm. 
wild type littermatee: mean weight 23.85 Sm. S.D. 2.24 gm. 
This indicated a lack of any definite relation between no*-aoiti and body weight. 
It was concluded that selection for increased body weight at 3 weeks, 
4* weeks or  6 weeks of age had no detectable effect on the gene frequency of the four 
Moo studied. The sma1l differences in gene frequency between the selected lines 
was probably due entirely to random drift. 
27, 
Castle (1941) presents data fica which it is concluded that certain 
mutant genes in sice influence body weight; the most conspicuous erample is 
stated to be the gene bgovn, which, when present loy itself, is associated with 
an increase in size. It was also concluded that in combination with certain 
other genes broin may onuse a decrease in weight. The genes 4biuo and 
asoitt were thought to be without effect on body weight. However, no indisu 
cation of the accuracy of the estimates of changes in weight due to the presence 
of these genes is swllsb].e. HacAxtlmx (1949) selecting for large or enaU size 
in mice, found that certain genes, including hrovn were present in the stock 
selected for large also but not in that selected for seaji die, both stocks 
being derived from a coon foundation population. 
Any oppamt disagreement between the results of the present experiment , 
and earlier work With mice say be explained either 
1) bseauae the genetic background of the genes studied in each case was 
different. Thus in the presence of certain modifying genes the colour genes 
may have a real effect on body weight, but in the absence of these genes no 
effect would be detectable, 
because although the presence or absence of one of these game haas 
real effect on body weight, this is so .&l that no appreciable change in gene 
frequency would be detected in response to the amount of selection applied is 
the present experiment. 
because the genes studied were without real effect on body wsightj 
genetic drift may have been responsible for changes in gene frequency in Hac. 
Arthur's selected lines. 
cx' 4) because the colour genes were 1i*ed to genes affecting body weight in 
the stocks which Castle investigated and in the foundation population from which 
Maothur'a lines were derived, but not in the stock from which the anInals of 
the present experiment were obtdnsd.' 
2' U, 
(v) Calculation of genetic parameters 
The heritability of body weight (h) at age X can be estimated from 
the formula 
Sz 
where P11 = response as &enge in weight in grams at age Z 
selection differential in grams applied at age 1. 
The direct response in gm, to selection is shown plotted against 
selection differential in gin, for lines T, 7 and S in Figure 10, Where 
responses in line S are connected by a dotted line, in line F by a continuous 
line, and in line T by a dashed line (data from Table 2). The heritability 
of body weight at a given age is obtained from the regression of direct 
response an selection. 
Additive genetic correlations between body weight at two different 
ages (% y), orbody weight ata given age and abinaj tat weight at Ox 
week$ (rA. A) San be estimated from the data of Table 2 in an analagous manaere 
Itisknownthaj, 	0 
= r 	hy ô'P7 Axy MOM 
- 
where R. is the direct response at age X to selection at age I, 
03 is the correlated response at age! to selection at age I, 
is the additive genetic correlation between weights at age I and!, 
b is the square root of the heritability of weight at age X. 











Figure 10. Responses at the age of selection in lines T, P and S from v!ich the 
heritabilitlee h - 0.74 4 0.44 and 4 - 0.57 were calculated. 
29. 
Is the square root of the heritabiU' of weight at age!, 
O is the phenotypic standard deviation of weight at age I, 
4hs phenotypic standard deviation of weight at age!. 
Thus, if the regression of correlated response at age! on direct 
response at age 1 is calculated, then an estimate can be made of the genetic 
correlation between weights at age X and! in the line selected at age I, 
Regression 
Direct response on 
selection differential 
3 week weight response 
on direct response 
LINE T 











4 week weight response 
	
2.136 	 Go 	 1.003 
on direct response 
S.D. .273 
	
&,D. = .0e6 
6 weak weight response 
on direct response 
bRS.RT = 2,173 
S.D. =,238 S.D. .105 
6 week abdominal tat 
weight on direct 
response 
bRj IT 0,0682 







bEE3 = 0,0092 
S.D. Ow00089 




where b7.z is the regression of the correlated on the direct response. 
30. 
The heritabilities of body weight arsi at three weeks of age (h 2), 
0.737 S.D. 0.139,  at four and a half weeks (bc), 0.437 S.D. 0.274, and at 
six weeks (b), 0.572 S.D. 0.195. The heritability of abdominal fat weight 
(hi) is 0.564 S.D. 0,172 (See section 0 of Results). The within litter 
standard deviations of body weight and abdini1 fat weight 	:0.72 gm.p 
172 	 1.76 ga., OPj = 0.045 ga. (From Table 3). 
Estimates tram line T 
rAT.  
. 07 PT 	2.136 	 1.16 
	
0.661 	1.72 hr 
I 	 0.72 
rAT. S = % 	
008.38  
.RT 	= 273 0.756 1.76 = 
0.858 	0.72 
= b p• ?&. 	 0.0682 o. 	1.00 
h °A 	
OMM 
Estimates froa line J 
= b.at.hF ø'pp 	
0.661 	1.72 
rAI-T __ 
0.415 o.3sa 0,76 
hTopT 
0.661 	1.72 
1' 	 b&3., 
h
ba op PS 
 a"P 	
= 0. 
	o  1.% = 0.71 
4.3 
0.6611.72 
hF o' Pp = 0. M66 	 = 0.71 	0.056 0.43 = bE.R,. hA
' G" PA 
3'. 
a. ?5 0.293 	.756 1.74 	0063 
,PT 	 hr Cr  PT .858 .72 
bg 
1,003 	0.7561.76 1.17 
h 0-11 0.6ca. 172 
b8 	d3 = 0.0092 0.756 1.76 0.29 
h1 rIp 	 0.751 	.056 
The two estimates for r 	are 1.16 and 0.76, for rA,. 0.71 and 1.17 
and for rAr.,s i.at aM 0.63. The lack of good agreement between these estimates, 
and the tact that some of than exced 1.00, is probably due to the large standard 
deviatiOns of the parameters from whick the genetic correlations were calculated. 
This is particularly true of the heritabiliiq estimates; the t value for bj 
does not reach the 10$ level of probability. The results do not give =W reason 
to doubt the validity of the theoretical assumptions on the basis of which they  
were calculated. Furthermore, it is clear that the genetic correlations between 
weights at the three ages is high. There is some indication that the genetic 
correlations between three week and four and a halt week weight (r 7) and 
between four and a belt and six week weight (r 3) an higher than the genetic 
correlation between three week weight and six week weight (r& 3). .again these 
results agree with expectation. 
The environmental correlation (%.,) between weight at age I and weight 
at age I, may be calculated since it has been shown by Hazel (1943), using the 
method of path coefficients developed by Wright (1934) that 
= £x.7 
32. 
hines rp 	- hx.ht.rA 	= X97 	ILIUISIflWILIJ Jil LU rrr 
SOY 
where 	z = 1&ndb.4 = i 
Estimating the genetis correlations as the mean of the two appropriate 
values calculated above, that is 
rAT, 
= 1,16+ .76 = .96 
2 
0.71 + 1.17 
2 
and 	rAT#S 
=1,01+0.63 - .82 
2 
/ 
The three environmental correlationB were ealoulateds 
= 'i., - lr.ht.r4 	 = .688..,88z.661x,96 .37 
T.e, 	 j13z.70 
= ZIPIr 	- h,.1B.rA,S 	= 
of 	 .70x.6% 




Because the heritabilities of weight at the three ages are high, and 
the genetic correlations are greater than the environmental correlations, it 
can be concluded that much of the variance in weight Is due to genetic omses, 
and that the genes involved are persistent in their effects* The environmental 
correlations between three, week weights and later weights era especially low, 
(r 7 a 0.370 z'3 = 0.01 compared with 14.se = 0.76) which indicates 
33. 
that the effects of euviz'oiimental factors influencing weight at three weks of 
age do not persist to influence weight at four and .& halt or six weeks. This 
.a rSaSOnaIlO when it is remembered that an important enviroienba1 chaiga 
occurs after the age of three weeks; each animal is veen.d and placed in a 
storage cage with five ethers of the same sex, and remains her. until after 
the age of six weeks, 
The genetic correlation between three week weight and abdominal fat 
weight is high whil, that between four and a half week wøight or six week 
weight and abdominal fat weight is moderate. Genes which influence ariai. 
biity in abdominal tat weight and three week weight contribute to a lessening 
degree to variability in four and a half and six week weight. 
The parameters already calculated can be presented in the form of a 
path diagram, which summarjess the information which was obtained on the genetic 
control of weight at different sges and six weak abdominal tat weight. This 
diagram is analogous to the illustration given by ifasel, Baker and Re1iUer 
(1943) of the genetic and eavirorxenial relations undsrl4ug the phenotpic 




X=1.0 rA/ ~\rA, .0-29 ,rA .-A= 	 A 
GT 
 
G7  GS 
rAr5 O.82 
hT 0.86 	h0.66 	h,-o.76 
X65 
P-D-------p 
069 1 	 rO4r I 	IF 	FF.S 	 S 
r, =0.54 
T- $ 
Br, Pp and P3 represent phenotypic measurement of weights at three, tour and a 
half and six weeks of age. ET,  Sp and B3 represent the environmental influences 
on the weights at the three age. and Gj, 08 and GA are the genotypes for weight 
at this., four and a halt and dx weeks and for abdominal fat weight at six weeks. 
Single headed arrows repre sent path coefficients and double headed arrows correlation 
cosffiient,. 
The genetic parameters which were estimated were thus: first, the heritabilities 
Of total body weight at the three ages and of abdominal tat weight measured at six 
weeks; these were then used, together with the within litter phenotypic standard 
deviation, of body weight and abdominal fat weight derived from data of the control 
line, and the observed regressions of correlated on direct responses to selection, 
35. 
to calculats Aix additive genetic correlations. These were the genetic correlations 
between weight at three weeks and weight at four and a half weeks, between weight 
at four and a bait weeks and weight at six weeks,and between weight at three 
weeks, and weight at six weeks (two estimates of each),, and also the three 
additive genetic correlations between body weight at three, four and a half or 
six weeks and a.bdcminal fat weight measured at six weeks. Finally the environmental 
correlations for the body weights at the three ages were calculated from the 
heritaht]ities and the phenotypic correlations. 
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animals cannot be selected directly for a carcass character such as 
high abdominal fat weight. Thus it is not possible to obtain an estimate 
of the heritability of abdominal fat weight (hi), by the method used to 
calculate the heritability of body weight at a given age (that is, from the 
regression of direct response on selection). 	However, in order to estimate 
the additive genetic correlation between body weight at three, tom' and a 
}icilt or six weeks and abdominal tat weight (rj,r&,  r)V.A and rA)  it is 
necessary to know h and o'PA (the phenotypic standard deviation of abdominal 
fat weight). 
Estimates of h2. could be based on the resemblance in abdominal fat 
weight between full sibs. B,ritabilitiss calculated for melee and females 
of full sib litters of the control line were found to be greater than 1* the 
common environment of in4 male of a litter increased the resemblance between 
the weights of abdominal fat of full sibs to such an extent that heritability 
estimates were of no value. 
It would be possible to design an experiment to give data for the 
evaluation of h from intraclass correlation estimates,, or from an offspring-  
parent regression, or from a combination of both. A preliminary experiment 
of the third type was set up using animals obtained from second and later litters 
produced tr matings of the control line (line (3). loung males were mated 
each to two females. It was intended to 1i1I these males at the ego of six 
weeks and weight their abdominal fat. The abdominal fat weights of 'animale 
from the litters of these males could be used both for iritra class correlation 
estimates and for an offspring/father regression. This experiment failed to 
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yield all the Information hoped for, because although the young sales mated 
fairly readily, in mw eases no litter was produced. (Mating was known to 
have taken place when the females were fomd to bayo a vaginal plug). In 
other instances males would not mate until older than six weøka 1 and thus 
their six week abdominal fat weight was not available. An ea2lyeie of the 
Limited amount of data obtained from this prelitd.nai7 experiment indicated 
that the heritability at abdominal fat weight was fairly  high, perhaps greater 
than 0.5. 
The most eatiataatory method of obta4'iiiig an estimate of b therefore 
appeared to be one based on a h4$-sib analysis. There remained the problem 
of deciding how such an experiment mit be designed so as to obtain the 
m,cju precision in estimating h, within the limits imposed bV the number 
of animals which could be reared and measured. Robertson (1959) approaches 
the problem, by cawmd-ig that the nunber of offspring which may be measured 
is the limiting factor. U. finds that, estimating the heritability from 
the sire intraclass correlations  the most efficient experimental design is to 
have one offspring per dam and about 20 offspring per sire. It is much more 
efficient to have three dams per sire rather than two, but after this the 
advantage of having more dame per sire falls off. 
These results can be applied to the design of an experiment to estimate 
1. Two additional points must be taken into considerations 
(1) A limiting factor is the number of litters which must be reard, rather 
than the total number of an4m,lS  which must be measured * 
(2) The number of females which can be mated to one male on one occasion 
is limitad, 
measuring two offspring per Utter rather than one, the number of 
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Utters to be reared could be halved; this, however 1 meant a certain loss of 
efficiency in the estimation of Q. The largest number of females which it 
was convenient to mate to one male at azV time was 	five. 	The small numbn 
of dams per sire would also result in a loss of efficiency, but it is only 
when sire family size is reduced to two or three that inefficiency is extreme 
(Robertson 1959), 
The design of the ixperir*ent was thus necessarily a compromise between 
what was theoretically desirable, and what was practically possible. Data 
from male and female offspring were treated separately throughout, Batches 
of males were tested on four separate occasions; in most cases, five females 
were mated to each male, though in some instances this number was redused to 
three. The abdominal fat was weighed from two males and two females of each 
litter. The total number of sires was 63, that of female progeny 389 and male 
progeny 407, 
The four separate estimates of sire intx'aolasa correlation were combined 
by a method developed by Woolf (personal communication) from that of Osborne and 
Patterson (1952). This method provided a means of testing for heterogeneity 
between the four intraclass correlations; none was found. it also allowed 
the estimation of the standard deviation of the combined correlation and home 
of the heritability. 
For femaleeg 
	
sire intraclass correlation = 0.137 	S.D. 	.060 
hence heritability 	 = 00548 	S.D. 	.240 
For males: 
sire intraclasa correlation = 0.14.5 	S.D. 	• 062 
hence heritability 	 = 0.580 	S.D. 	0248 
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No heterogeneity was found between the heritability estimate for males 
and fma3est a combined estimate wan therefore oeloulatd 
For females and maiss; 
	
sire intxaolaes correlation = .141 	S.D. 	• 043 
hcnc heritabilit7 	.564 	S.D. 	.172 
(S.. Table 5) 
An estimate can be made of the within litter standard deviation of 
abdominal fat from the data from which h was calculated. For females from 
112 litters of two the mean abdominal fat weight was 0.150 ga., SD. (within 
litter) 0.0/4 gm. For males from 107 litters of two the mean was .184 gm., 
S.D. (within litter) 0.046 gm. 	Theee estimates agree with those in Table 3. 
The parameter, h2. was evaluated br what was thought on the theoretical 
and practical grounds to be the most efficient method available. The method 
of computation allowed the standard deviation of Of and the standard deviation 
















VP - .0039 	S.D.p - .062 
For female. 
E.tjraate P W WP WP2 
1 .4349 19,662 7,961 3,223 
2 .4287 25452 11.040 4.733 
3 .0342 50,107 1.714 0,059 
4 .0951 178.855 17 9009 1.618 
Total - 274.376 37.724 9.632 
Weighted P - .137 
mean () 
Variance of Vp - .0036 S.D.p 	- .060 
p(.L 
Source 
Estimate of P (wP) 
Heterogeneity 
Total (wP ) 
d.f. )<- 
1 5.168 ) - 3,47 
(non- 
3 4,464 significant) 
4 ,632  
	
Source 	d.f. \- 
P 	1 5.424 F - 251 
(non- 
Heterogeneity 3 6.498 significant) 
Total 	4 11.922 
11 
For f.nial•e and males 
.141 
Vp - 10018 	S.D.p - 0.045 
Source 	d.f. 
1 	10.'57q 
F (n- 6.75 
Heterogeneity 7 	10-975 	(non- 
aignificant) 
Total 	8 	21,554 
TABLE -It The intreclass correlation estimate () and its standard 
deviation for abdominal fat weight. Four separate estimates 
are combined for malee and females and a total estimate is 
med.. Tests of heterogeneity are given. 
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DXSC1SI0N 
The experimental work, the results of which have been described, was 
designed to investigate the effects of selection for high weight at different 
ages on carcass composition and on body weight, and to use theee results to 
estimate the genetic relationships underlying the observed correlations between 
body weight at different ages or between body weight and carcass composition. 
The results obtained from previous selection experiments with laboratory animals 
provided some guide in designing this experiment, The choice of other features 
of the programme, for example, the ages at which the animals were selected, 
was made for practical rather than theoretical reasons, As well as presenting 
the conclusions which may be drawn from the results of the selection programme, 
it seems useful to suggest alterations in the experimental design which might 
have given more information about the problems being investigated. 
a) The døaian of the selection experiment 
Besides minimising inbreeding and ensuring that the choice of animals 
would not be influenced by the effects of a female's lactation, etc, on her 
progezp, the method of within-litter selection which was used throughout the 
selection programme allowed a direct comparison of the results with those or 
previous experiments, For example, Falconer (1933) selecting within Utters 
for high or low body weight obtained estimates of the heritability of six week 
weight of 0.195 S.D. 0.036 for upward selection and 0,496 S.D. 0.037 for down. 
ward selection. When comparing these results with the estimate of the bert. 
tability of six week weight obtained from response to selection for increased 
weight in the present experiment (h 	0.572 S.D. 0,195) it must b remembered 
that the two heritability estimates refer to stocks which differed in their 
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genetic composition and degree of inbreeding, and that the accuracy of the 
second determination is such less than that of the first. 
The experiment was terminated after five generations of selection, 
It was considered that by this stage the general trend of the results could 
be seen. For example, it appeared that the greatest increase in weight at 
a particular age was obtained br selection for high weight at that age; that 
the greatest change in carcass composition was caused by selection for high 
three week weight; and that there was a high genetic correlation between 
weights at the three ages. Although further generations of selection would 
have allowed the results to be estimated more accurately, it is unlikely that 
there would have been any departure from the conclusions based on the results 
of the earlier generations of selection. 
The various selected lines were not replicated, There appears to be 
no information on the extent to which replicates may be expected to vary in a 
selection experiment of this type with mice. Clayton, I'bz'ris and Robertson 
(1957) have described a programme of selection for increased and decreased num-
bers of abdominal sternital bristles in Drosonhj.,a mslano2aater, Considering 
only that part of the experiment dealing with individual selection, deviations 
between five replicates selected for high bristle number was greater than that 
expected on the basis of genetic sampling, They conclude that if Drosobi1a 
are to be used for the comparison of selection programmes, it is necessary to 
have a considerable number of replicates. D. me1anoas'ter has effectively only 
three chromosomes and there is no crossing over in the males thus the effect of 
the selection may be to increase the frequency of whole sections of the chromo-
some, so that the effective number of genes in much below its actual value. 
The discrepancy between replicates nay therefore be peculiar to Droonbi1a 
A26 
selection .zper'inents. In aloe there are 20 chromosome and 2.6 chiasnata per 
bjalent. It has been estimated tly Fa3.00nsr (1953) using the method of Student 
(1934) that the tIitm number of lool, effecting body weight in the stock from 
which KwArkhals selected lines were derived was 54. It would appear that the 
need for replication in selection experiments Is less in the case of nice than 
that in RngZW16 since the liirtaticn imposed by linkage are less. 
There was a marked similarity between the results of selection for 
high weight at three, four and a half, or six weeks of age. This is reflected 
in the high genetic correlation btw..n body weight at these ages. It mq 
be that differences in response in body weight would have been more easily 
demonstrated it the ages of aaletion had been more widely separated. 
It mar be concluded that the design of the experiment was adequate and 
results w.rseiasd which showed that the age at which anInale were selected 
or gh woibi did in fact influence carcass composition and body weights at 
difremt- ag.s1 and which also allowed the calculation of the genetic relations 
underlying the observed correlations between body weight at different ages or 
between body weight and carcass composition. 
b) Ef.ets of 
It it is desired to increase body weight at a particular age, the most 
efficient way of doing this sight be either to select for high weight at the 
age at which improvement is required or to select at some other age where the 
response to selection is greater, and thus obtain a larger response at the r 
quired age than that given 1W direct selection. It may be concluded from the 
results of the selection programme that the best way of increasing weight at say 
particular age, for instance, at the weeks, is by selecting for high weight at 
this age. If the heritability of body weight at age I were greater than that 
at age I and the genetic correlation between weights at the two ages were high, 
4,. 
it might be possible to obtainmore response at ago Yty e.lect4ng at age I 
than by direct se].sation at age L Although the gn•tie correlations between 
body weight at the three ages considered in this experiment is high, the hez'i. 
tabilities of body weight at three weeks four and a half weeks and six weeks 
of age are all of the same order of magnitude. This direct selection at any 
one of these ages would be expected to produce a greater response at this age 
than selection at either of the other age.. 
It is known that the weight of a mouse whim it is weaned at three weeks 
of age is dependent to a large extent on the mzek1!g  ability of its aoth.rj 
the total weight of a litter at twelve days of age has in fact been used as a 
measure of the  lactation of the  mother (taloon.r 1947)• In view of this, 
non-genetic variability might be expected to be large at three weeks of age 
and heritability lover at this age.. Rowever, heritability estimates were based 
on the response to within Utter selection, and variiblUty between litters was 
thus ignored. If some other method of selection had been used, the heritability 
estimate for three week weight might have been lover, Since the genetic *or ,. 
relation between weight at the three ages is high, the correlated response in 
three week weight to selection for high weight at some other age where herita-
bility was higher, might thou have been larger than the direct response to solaorn 
tion for high weight at three weeks of age. 
£ .tflar result concerning the .ff.ts of selection for high body weight 
at one of two different ages on the relative rates of response in weight at 
these ages has been reported by Johnson (1957). Two strains of turkeys derived 
from a common foundation stock were selected for high weight at either 12 weeks 
or 24 weeks of age for two generations. At the and of this time the results 
were, for male proge1s 
h4 e 
Inorsass in 	Increase in 
wt. atl2mks wt.&t24wks. 
Line selected for high 12 vk wt. 	430 P. 	460gn. 
Line selected for high 24 vk A. 	290 gm. 	1Q30 gm9 
Here again a greater increase in weight at a particular age is obtained when 
selection is on the basis of weight at that age rather then weight at another 
Me*' 
The problem of whether it is bettor to select for increased bodir weight 
at the age at which the iiapravement is desired or at some other age, where selec.'. 
tion is more effective is analogous to the problem of whether animals should be 
selected for some desirable character in the environment in which they are to 
be raised or in some other environment in which selection is more effetiv.. 
RRmiiond (1947) is of the opinion that "the character required in best selected 
for under environmental conditions which favour its fullest expression and that 
once developed it can also be used in other environments provided that other 
characters specially required by that new environment are also present in the 
Animal0 , On the other hand, J'eleoner (1952) showed that measurements of a 
character, such as body weight mad* in two different environments in fact re.'. 
present measurements of two different characters which are genetically correlated, 
and that the only way in which selection in an environment other than that in 
which the animal is to live can be Justified is if there is a great increase in 
the heritability of the character in this environment. Sii1ar2,v, the selection 
for high body weight at some other age could be more effective than direct eel.o.. 
tion in producing change in weight at a required age only if the heritability 
of body weight at this second age was much higher. 
Selection for high weight alters carcass composition, measured as the 
proportion of abdosinal fat in the carcass. Differences in carcass composition 
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also arose between Lines selected for high weight at different ages, and thus 
differences depended in a. regular vv on the age of selection. There was an 
Increase in the proportion of abdominal fat in the Un. selected for high three 
week weight over that in the eontrol line. The proportion of abdominal fat in 
the line selected for high weight at tour and a half weeks remained fairly eon 
øtant, whil, that in the line selected for high six week weight mq have do ,. 
dined. If it is amused that the regression of total fat weight on abdominal 
fat weight remained the same throughout the selection programs,, thin by app].' 
Lug the prediction opation shown on pegs 150 the expected total fat percentage 
of a 25 gm zones from each selected line at the end of the experiment would bes 
Line C 
Total tat % for 9 8.53% 
Total tat % for d' 7.17% 
mean 7.85% 
LimiT Ltn.1 LineS 
9.29% 7.29% 7.05% 
8.49% 7.61% 6.99 5 
S.89% 7.45 5 7.02 5 
At the beginning of the experiment abdominal tat weight was taken as 
the index at carcass ccmpoaition. lvsn it the relationship between total tat 
and abdominal fat had changed in the course of selection for high weight, at 
different ages., it was still true that carcass composition in tires of the 
original index, abdominal fat weight, had been altered by selection for high 
weight, and that selection for high weight at different ages has different 
effects on careass composition. 
Since it was knova that early growth in sice was due to deposition of 
n0z%4atty tissue, such as muscle, in the sarcus, while fat deposition becomes 
more important at later ages, it was originally thought that selection for high 
weight at an early age would produce animals which were large because of an in.. 
crease in the nom-fatty tissues, whit, selection at a later age would produce 
4i1s with an increased amount of fatty tissue, In practice it was found 
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that selection for high weight at the earliest age, three weeks, produced the 
greatest increase in the amount of fatty tissue while thai'e may have been a di.. 
crease in the proportion of fatty tissu* in the line selected for high weight 
at six weeks of ago this suggested that gain in weight in response to esies.. 
tion at the later age was due rather to an increase in nom-tatty tissue. It 
may be that at thre, weeks of age certain nice have already begun to lay down an 
appreciable amount of tat, whilst others have not. Selection for high weight 
at this age would then be more effective in increasing fatty tissue than seleew 
tian at later ages, because of the tendency to select th.n nice which began to 
lay down fat early in their lit.. 
U it can be assumed that the results of an experimental programs of 
selection with mice are relevant in predicting the outcome of a sinflar prorn 
grease of selection carried out with an$male of economic importance, such U 
pigs, then some of the conclusions which were drawn from the results of We 
experiment are of practice]. interest. In =W practical programme of od ual 
breeding involving selection for high weight, the Influence of age of selection 
on carcass composition *ust be recognised. If it Is desired to increase body 
weight without at the some time Increasing the proportion of carcass fat, this 
Is more likely to be aeeomlishe4 by selection for high body weight at a late 
rather than early age. Also, if the main aim of a selection pnogrs. 13 to 
Increase weight at a certain age, then the but way of doing this is to select 
more 'ni'ds at that age. This is another example if the principle that res-
ponse In a desired character is greatest when selection is for the character it- 
self rather than for now other character with which it 1s g.n.tieally correlated 
to a greater or lesser degree, 
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Mice were used in an experimental programme designed to test the relative 
effects of selection for high weight at different ages. The selected lines 
were examined primarily to see what changes in body weight and in cares.s son-
position occurred. The frequency of certain genes segregating in the stock 
was also followed. The selection was made within litters for high weight at 
three vs.kø, four and a half weeks and at nix weeks in three separate stocks. 
The selection was continued for five generations. A fourth stock was bred 
without selection as a control. 
The frequency of genes effecting the appearance of the coat shoved no 
changes other than those expected because of drift due to genetic samplii1g. 
Possible reasons why those genes did not show their reported pl.iotropie action 
on body weight in this stock are discussed. 
It is concluded that the most efficient vq of increasing body weight at 
a given age is IV selecting for high body weight at this age. The reasons for  
this are discussed and it is concluded that the selection for some character 
other than the one which it in desired to improve will seldom be Justified. 
Carcass composition is defined in terms of a measurement of body fat which 
is shown to be closely related to the weight of the total fat in a carcass, 
Selection for high weight at all three ages influenced carcass composition. 
Fat percentage increased markedly in the ii.e selected for high weight at three 
weeks of age. In the line selected for high weight at four and a half weeks of 
4*. 
age tho fat percentage remained about the same as in the control line. In 
the lin, selected for high weight at six weeks of age the fat content mq 
have declined. It was shown that these changes in *=ass composition were 
bdapudsztt of differences in body weight between the, lines. 
The results of the experiment were analysed  in terms of the theory devel. 
sped to eqUin correlated responses to selection in quantitative characters. 
No serious internal discrepancies in the results, whisk might have thrown 
doubt on the assumptions on which the theory Is based, were found. The in 
formation which can be gained from certain of the genetic parameters which 
were calculated is discussed. £ path oosffidsnt diagram was constructed to 
summaries the genetics]. and .nvirommental relations underlying the observed 
relations between body weights at different ages and between body weight and 
abdominal fat weight, 
The relevane of these results in the design of any practical programme 
of anime3 breeding is considered. It is thought that it high weight at a 
particular age is required, or it carcass composition is important, then the 
age at which the selection in carried out will influence the success of the 
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